INSTRUCTIONS FOR PREPARING MANUSCRIPTS FOR THE MARC VIII PROCEEDINGS IN THE JOURNAL OF RADIOANALYTICAL AND NUCLEAR CHEMISTRY

Pleasing note

The JRNC typesets all manuscripts so that your paper does not have to be submitted in camera-ready form. However, it is very important to follow the Instructions below to expedite the publication process and minimize questions from the editorial staff. It will greatly assist the Editor if you also submit a diskette of your paper (see below).

Papers must be new works which are suitable for publication in a peer reviewed journal. Acceptance of your paper for publication in the JRNC is conditional upon making the revisions suggested by the Reviewers or the Editor, or providing an explanation as to why these revisions are not justified. The Editor may request that the reviewer consider your justification. Some editorial suggestions may be included. However, if your native language is not English and the manuscript needs extensive language revision, it is your responsibility to have the paper reviewed by an English-fluent person before submission in final form. The Editor cannot perform extensive re-writing and poorly written papers will be rejected.

Instructions

Manuscripts should be printed by laser, ink jet or other high quality printer, double spaced, on one side of good quality paper. Paper size should be 8½ x 11 inches or A4 with at least 1 inch (2.5 cm) top margins and 1.25 inch (3.2 cm) side margins. Representative fonts which can be used are Times, Times New Roman, Arial, Courier, Courier New, etc. Font size should be 12. Note that there is a strict page limit. The manuscript should not exceed 12 typed pages, including figures and tables. Each figure and table shall be counted as ½ of a page towards your limit unless it is clear that it will occupy a larger (or smaller) slot. This page limit is for guidance, since the actual number of pages of your paper when printed in the journal must not exceed 6 in the journal pages. This page limit is necessary because of the large number of papers which will be included in the proceedings and the STRICT PAGELIMIT established by the JRNC. Refer to a recent copy of the JRNC to estimate how many printed journal pages your paper will occupy, or view the sample paper from the MARC VIII conference at http://altmine.mie.uc.edu/nuclear/marc/vii_author.shtml.

A cover page (not included in the 12 typed page limit) must include the following:

LOG NUMBER OF PAPER:
TITLE OF PAPER:
AUTHORS:
ADDRESSES OF EACH AUTHOR:
CORRESPONDING AUTHOR’S FAX AND E-MAIL ADDRESS:

The first page of the paper should include the title, authors and affiliations followed by an abstract of 50 to 100 words. The text of the paper should then follow the abstract (Do not use a separate page).

Authors are requested to begin the paper with a short introduction, and then arrange its contents according to the following headings: Introduction, Experimental, Results, Discussion, Conclusions, Acknowledgement (if any) References, and to follow with tables, captions of figures and figures. The
approximate location of tables and figures should be indicated on the margin of the text to assist the typesetter.

References. The citations should include the reference number as an exponent. If the authors of a reference are cited in the text, use upper case font. A list of numbered references should be placed at the end of the text. Reference citations from journals should include: (1) initial(s) and name(s) of the authors in upper case font, (2) international abbreviation of the journal, (3) volume number, (4) year of publication in parentheses, (5) number of the first page of the paper. Example:

R.H. FILBY, S.E. GLOVER, Radiochemistry and Radioactivity, 8 (1997) 51

Reference to books should include (1) initial(s) and name(s) of the author(s), (2) title of the book, (3) volume number, (4) Publisher, (5) place and year of publication, (6) page number. Example:


Tables. Each, bearing a title, should be self-explanatory and numbered consecutively, typed on separate sheets.

Figures should be drawn clearly and submitted as glossy prints or high quality laser prints ready for direct reproduction. They should indicate the name of the first author and the serial number of the figure in the margin of the figure where it will not be reproduced, or on the back of the figure. Captions to all figures should be typed in sequential order on a separate sheet.

Proofs. In order to speed-up publication there will be no proofs sent to the authors. An in-house proof reading will ensure the textual similarity of the typeset paper with the final version of the manuscript. Hence, please make sure that your paper is in final form and that all errors have been corrected.

Diskette. The publisher has requested that a copy of your paper be submitted on cd in WORD as to be submitted to the JRNC. Drawings and figures should also be included as separate files in CDR, TIFF or PCX formats. Review of the entire packet will help insure that all requirements of the JRNC are met prior to submission.

The papers must be submitted to the authors desk at the conference.

Please contact Sam Glover (gloverxoh@gmail.com) with any questions or concerns.

Best Regards,

Sam Glover, PhD
MARC VIII Program Chair